Introduction
The present chapter is concerned with the notion of randomness as originally de ned by P. Martin-L of in 7] . A set is Martin-L of-random, or 1-random for short, if it cannot be approximated in measure by recursive means. These sets have played a central role in the study of algorithmic randomness. One can relativize the de nition of randomness to an arbitrary oracle. Relativized randomness has been studied by several authors.
The intuitive meaning of \A is 1-random relative to B" is that A is independent of B. A justi cation for this interpretation is given by M. van Lambalgen 6] . In this introduction we review some of the basic properties of sets which are 1-random and we state the main problem. We work in the 1 The rst author was supported by the PECO program, grant No. CIPDCT940615. For example, the ordinary low sets from recursion theory are the sets that are low for the class of T-complete sets, and a set is low for the class of recursive sets if and only if it is recursive. For a class C, the class Low(C) consists of the oracles that are not`helpful' for C in the sense that they do not alter C. That is, Low(C) contains the information that is absorbed by C.
In this paper we are interested in sets that are low for RAND. We sketch the proof of Theorem 1.3. For every n construct an r.e. set U n 2 <! as follows. For every e > n, U n enumerates all the elements of W feg(e) (where we take this set to be empty if feg(e) is unde ned) as long as (W feg(e) ) < 2 ?e . De ne U n = Ext(U n ). Then (U n ) < P . But the latter means that T k 0 (C) 6 2 U 0 for some k 0 , so
When we relativize the concept of a sequential test to an oracle A it makes no di erence if we relativize the function that gives the indices of the levels of the test or not, as the following standard lemma shows. Lemma 1.6 Let f be an A-recursive function. Then there is a recursive function g such that for all n it holds that W A f(n) = W A g(n) .
2 A nonrecursive set that is low for the random sets A set which is low for RAND is computationally weak in the sense that it cannot detect any regularity in any 1-random sequence. Clearly every recursive set is in Low(RAND). This section is devoted to a proof that also nontrivial examples of such sets exist. In this section we make some remarks on the complexity of sets that are low for RAND. Since every nonrecursive r.e. set bounds a 1-generic set we immediately have the existence of 1-generic sets that are low for RAND. Proof. Since every set has a 1-random set above it ( 3, 1] ), if A is low for RAND then in particular A has a set above it that is A-1-random, and the corollary immediately follows from Theorem 3.1.
Next we prove a limitation that shows that all (partial) functions that are of degree that is low for RAND can be uniformly dominated by a function recursive in ; 0 . First we give two de nitions. We say that a function g dominates a partial function f if there is a k 2 ! such that whenever f(n) is de ned for some n k it holds that g(n) f(n). For strings and we say that is to the left of , denoted < L , if there is a string such that ^0 v and ^1 v . Theorem 3.3 There exists a function g T ; 0 that dominates every function in the class of partial functions ffeg A : A 2 Low(RAND)g. Proof. Let R be the leftmost path in P 0 , P 0 as de ned in De nition 1.4. Then R is 1-random, being an element of P 0 , and it is easy to see that R T ; 0 (even R tt ; 0 ). Denote by V the set of strings to the left of R, i.e. We claim that g satis es the statement of the theorem. Clearly we have g T R T ; 0 . Let A 2 Low(RAND). Suppose that there are in nitely many i 2 ! such that feg A (i) is de ned and bigger than or equal to g(i). For every such i it holds that R 2 B e;A i . It follows that R is not A-1-random. Since A 2 Low(RAND) we then also have that R is not 1-random, a contradiction.
